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"aggression" covers several forms of behaviour, two chapters
address the neurophysiological and endocrinological consequences
of alcohol (Michael Berry and Paul Brain) and alcohol as a
psychopharmacological agent (Abdulla Badawy). Although these
are competent reviews, the established evidence that is relevant to
the book's purpose might have been written on the back of the
proverbial postage stamp. These chapters could have been com-
bined and considerably shortened to make room for more directly
relevant material later on.
The best chapter in the book is a critical evaluation of claimed

relationships between alcohol intake and aggression in infrahuman
animals by Michael Berry and Robert Smoothy. Comprehensive
and well written, the review concludes that there is little published
evidence that alcohol directly stimulates aggression in animals.

Chapter 5 by Charles Evans considers problems related to
methodology, statistics, and causation and even challenges the basic
statistical association between recent intake of alcohol and violent
crime, an association which is often taken for granted. This is
followed by a somewhat overlapping discussion by Jeremy Coid on
alcohol, rape, and sexual assault.
The most important part ofthe book should have been chapter 7,

also by Coid, on sociocultural factors in alcohol related aggression,
as here the crucial evidence from anthropology, history, and
sociology on the cultural transmission of aggressive behaviour
becomes relevant. This chapter, however, is superficial and
insufficiently critical of the ideas it discusses.

Perhapsthe book's chief fault is that it does not present a point of
view on its chosen topic and, as a result, does not seem to take the
reader anywhere. It is thus significant that the editor's concluding
chapter is little more than a highly condensed repetition ofwhat has
already been said in the preceding chapters, with little attempt at
integration. Several of the contributions to this book are excellent
reviews of a particular aspect of the relation between alcohol and
aggression and will be useful as sources of information and
references. On balance, however, I feel that a good oppportunity to
advance the understanding of this important area has been lost.

NICK HEATHER

Fun to dip into
The Social. Science Encyclopedia. Ed A Kuper, J Kuper. (Pp 938;
£29-95.) London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1985. ISBN 0-7102-
0008-0.

A major problem for the editors of any encyclopaedia must be
striking a balance between entries that are useful to the knowledge-
able but too complex for the novice and those that are too basic to
interest the expert. Some entries in this new encyclopaedia find just
the right balance. For example, ProfessorAlan Maynard's introduc-
tion to health economics provides a useful introduction to a topic
about which I knew a little and wanted to know-more, as does David
Armstrong's lively introduction to medical sociology. In contrast,
some of the shorter entries-Morbidity and Mortality, for example
-are unsatisfactory. This new encyclopaedia is intended for a
"sophisticated but not necessarily specialist readership including
social scientists, journalists, planners, administrators, and all those
with a serious interest in ... the individual in society." With 500
distinguished contributors, mainly from Britain and North America,
and over 700 entries, the book is attractively laid out and easy to use.
Entries include references or suggestions for further reading, or
both. Most of the entries that I sampled read well, discussing
current controversies, defining terms, and outlining theories.

Entries are alphabetical and indexed by discipline and problem:
Medicine has 17 entries, including epidemiology, pain, and psycho-
matic illness, preceded by 21 on Marxism and followed by 48 on
Methodology; there are also about 50 on Psychiatry and 100 on
Psychology. The first topic in the Mfedicine section is abortion and
the last stress. Abortion is seen primarily as matter for feminists,
leading to social and political conflict while continuiing to generate
philosophical debate. Stress merits a longer entry: problems of
defiition' are discussed, as is the problem that ojne man's stress is

another man's challenge; and the effect of high concentrations of
corticoid hormones is mentioned.

I sampled every 100 pages. Page 5 gives Acculturation, and also
Activation and Arousal: many psychologists, it seems, argue that
arousal should be construed in physiological terms, distinguishing
behavioural, autonomic, and cortical forms of arousal. Page 105
discusses the Chicago School of Sociology and Chomsky (whose
linguistic research revolutionised the study of language and in-
fluenced both psychology and philosophy). Child psychology is
cross referenced to page 195, where Developmental Psychology is
defined as the study of growth and change in psychological process
before birth, through childhood, adolescence, and adulthood to old
age; the entry looks at the influence of psychoanalytical principles
and behaviourist approaches, arguing that development cannot be
studied in a social vacuum.

Distributive Justice is a good introduction to the subject,
suggesting that objective inequality is described as just by those who
benefit from it and unjust by those who do not; Divine Kingship is
also found on page 205, while 305 has an indigestible discussion on
Firm, Theory of. The definition of interest on page 405 includes a
discussion on its condemnation by Marx, Christianity, and Islam.

Maximisation on page 505 is aimed at the numerate economist so I
skipped to page 507 and two biographical entries: on Marshall "the
medium is the message" McLuhan and the Canadian historian
William Hardy McNeill. One of the pleasures of this encyclopaedia
is being tempted by books hitherto unknown: McNeill wrote one
called Plagues and People on the interrelation between human
societies and the micro-organisms that live on them.

Page 605 offers a lively discussion on the role of the police in
society, concluding that the fatalistic notion that society gets the
police it deserves needs to be undermined. Policy Making is an entry
with more jargon than most, but it might contain a message for
health service managers within its criticism of the separation of
policy making into policy and implementation. Page 705 covers
Revolution, concluding, comfortingly for most of us, that the
advanced industrial democracies are likely to see strikes and mass
demonstrations but are unlikely to witness revolutions.

Sociology runs from page 799 to 810. In an authoritative and wide
ranging essay Edward Shils defines sociology as "an unsystematic
body ofknowledge gained through the study of the whole and parts
of society" and argues that the educated public generally regards
sociological knowledge as offering insight about the world around
it-a view not always shared by doctors.

Page 905 contains two entries: Women's Studies in Psychology
and Social Anthropology. Both remind us how recently these
disciplines have focussed on women and examine ways in which
feminism has led to reconsideration of theories and methodology.

This encyclopaedia is hardly an essential book for the clinician's
bookshelf,' but it would be useful to have available in the nearest
reference library and fun to dip into, whether to learn or to confirm.

JEAN GAFFIN
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Correction'
What's new in the new editions?

We regret that an error occurred in the review of Sarcoidosis. 2nd ed. J G
Scadding, D N Mitchel:l (22 February, p 553). The price of the book is £55, not
£35 as stated.
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